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THM Partners, the restructuring boutique, is pleased to announce the appointment of 
Anthony Place as Co-Managing Partner. 

Anthony has worked with stressed and distressed businesses for nearly 25 years, with a focus over 
the last 12 years on taking board positions in financial restructuring and Value Delivery situations. 

He also heads THM’s Value Delivery service line, where THM is engaged as Executive Management 
in the portfolio companies of investors to manage transition, enhance value and actively deliver 
the realisation of their investments.

Anthony has significant experience in addressing complex situations in stressed European Anthony has significant experience in addressing complex situations in stressed European 
property portfolios. This includes the successful restructuring of the European property arm of 
the Steinhoff group which concluded earlier this year, for which Anthony was Chairman and Chief 
Restructuring Officer. 

THM continues to be busy on several CRO and Value Delivery mandates in some of Europe’s 
largest financial restructurings. The firm is expanding its capabilities across all sectors through 
the targeted recruitment of highly skilled executives to leverage its deep experience in 
anticipation of strengthening demand over the short and medium term. 

The THM Difference delivers a unique approach to corporate restructuring, with small teams of 
experts working in a constructive way with all stakeholders to seek consensus and implement 
optimal solutions. 

For further information please contact: For further information please contact: 

Matt Hinds, Co-Managing Partner at THM, said: “I am delighted to be joined by AP as 
Co-Managing Partner. This appointment recognises the huge contribution AP has made both 
externally, in successfully establishing our Value Delivery service line which is now a major 
part of our business, and also internally, where he has led a number of initiatives that have 
been critical in establishing THM as the market leading restructuring boutique in Europe.

The appointment will also provide us with more bandwidth to grow the firm at this exciting The appointment will also provide us with more bandwidth to grow the firm at this exciting 
time of our development. I look forward to working with AP and the other THM Partners in 
what we believe will be a very busy period for the restructuring market going forward.” 

The appointment is subject to regulatory approval. 
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